
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 

Science 

 
The National Curriculum for Science is: 
Autumn One 
Animals including humans 

 identify and name the main parts of 
the human circulatory system, and 
describe the functions of the heart 

 recognise the impact of diet, exercise, 
drugs and lifestyle on the way their 
bodies function 

 describe the ways in which nutrients 
and water are transported within 
animals, including humans. 

Autumn Two 
Living Things and their habitats 

 describe how living things are classified  

 give reasons for classifying plants and 
animals based  

Spring One 
Evolution 

 recognise that living things have 
changed over time and that fossils 
provide information about living things  

 recognise that living things produce 
offspring  

 identify how animals and plants are 
adapted to suit their environment  

Spring Two 
Light 

 recognise that light appears to travel in 
straight lines 

 explain that objects are seen because 
they give out or reflect light into the 
eye 

 explain how we see things  

 explain why shadows have the same 
shape as the objects that cast them 

Summer 
Electricity 

 associate the brightness of a lamp or 
the volume of a buzzer with the 
number and voltage of cells  in a circuit 

 compare and give reasons for 
variations in how components function 

 use recognised symbols when 
representing a simple circuit in a 
diagram. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English 
English is broken down into the following 
areas: 

    Spoken Language 

    Word Reading 

    Comprehension 

    Spelling (booklet to support parents  & 
children sent home weekly) 

    Handwriting and Presentation 

    Composition 

    Vocabulary, grammar & punctuation 
*To develop the children’s understanding of 
the above we will be studying the following 
books: 

Autumn One        

 The Unforgotten Coat by Frank Cottrell 
Boyce  

 The Midnight Fox Betsy Byars 

 Poetry-What’s happened to Lulu? 
(Clausley), The listener ( De La Mare) 

 Nelson Mandela  
Autumn Two 

 Rose Blanche Ian McEwan   

 The Man Who Walked Between the 
Towers Mordicai Gerstein 

 The Island Armin Greder 
Spring One 

 The Arrival Shaun Tan  

 The Ice trap Diary writing, Shackleton  
Spring Two 

 A Beautiful Lie Irfan Master 

 Macbeth  

 Revision unit as appropriate  
Summer One 

 Explanation - Linked to science: 
electricity, forces e.t.c. 

 Formal Letters - letters of complaint/ 
subjunctive 

 The Three Little Pigs Guardian Advert 
Summer Two 

 The Three Little Pigs Guardian Advert 

 Poetry - William Blake 

 Skelling David Almond  
 Autobiography of their time at 

Goodrich  
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Mathematics 
Mathematics is broken down into the 
following Learning Objectives for Year 6: 
 

 Can interpret, order and manipulate 
whole and decimal numbers 

 Can recall number facts and calculate 
mentally 

 Can use formal written methods of 
calculation for all four operations 

 Can manipulate fractions, use and 
interpret percentages and ratios 

 Can measure accurately, covert units; 
draw, identify properties and 
transform shapes 

 Can construct and interpret graphs, use 
the mean and read scales 

 Can solve multi-step problems and use 
symbols to represent numbers 

 

 
 

Physical Education 

 
The Curriculum for P.E. is:  
Autumn One 

Ball Handling Skills 
Autumn Two 

Gymnastics 
Spring One     

Invasion Games          
Spring Two 

Net / Wall Games 
Summer One 

Athletics 
Summer Two 

Athletics 
 

Computing 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 design, write and debug programs 

 use sequence, selection, and repetition 
in programs 

 understand computer networks 
including the internet 

 use search technologies effectively 

History / Geography 
History and Geography will be studied every 
other unit. 

 
Autumn One 

History – The Vikings 
Autumn Two 

Geography – Materials: Water 
Spring  

History – Medieval Britain 
Summer 

Geography – Mapping & field work 
 

Art 

 
The following are the units we will be looking 
at: 
Autumn 

The Midnight Fox (cross curricular links 
with English) 

Spring  
Shoes – Print-making 

Summer  
A Sense of Place - Painting 

 

Music 
Pupils will be taught to: 

 play and perform in solo and ensemble 
contexts, using their voices and 
playing musical instruments  

 improvise and compose music for a 
range 

 listen with attention to detail and recall 
sounds with increasing aural memory 

 use and understand staff and other 
musical notations 

 appreciate and understand a wide 
range of high-quality live and recorded 
music   

 develop an understanding of the 
history of music. 

*All classes will complete a set of lessons on 
African Drumming 
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